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ENERGY REPORT March 2023 -  

THE BEGINNING OF INDIVIDUAL TRANSITIONS TO 5D - A CONNECTION WITH ONE’S OWN DIVINITY 

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

Translation: Marta 

 

 

In some passages of the text I do not write directly for obvious reasons. To illustrate some phenomena better, I 

use the description of dual reality and the Earth calculation of time, although everything is happening non-dually 

in the now, anyway. I present some processes in the simplest possible way, so that they are understandable. 

Exceptionally, in this report I show the dynamics of events on three timelines. Those who need to understand the 

text, will understand without any difficulties. The text is meant to be read with the Heart. 

 

(1) 

To begin with, a synthetic summary of February (and the end of January). 

While February was rather quiet in terms of external events, there were many things going on in the energies. 

24.01 - 25.01 - an inflow of beautiful Unconditional Love energies felt strongly in the heart chakra and connecting 

people directly with the Creator. These were especially felt by people who have already developed the eighth 

auric body (responsible for that connection). For others, in the nearest future, these energies will allow them to 

see the Truth more clearly and to open up to incoming information. On the physical level, distraction was also 

possible. 
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26.01 - several solar flares of which the strongest was M4.5. The Schumann resonance was showing a white 

reading. On this day it was possible to enter into a real experience of the Light Body. On a physical level it was 

felt as floating above the ground, harmonic sounds heard, a powerful vibration of the heart chakra and the sacral 

chakra. In the case of the second one, this indicated processes of regeneration and rejuvenation of the physical 

body at all levels. The same process (of regeneration and healing) was also taking place at the level of the entire 

Planet. 

Night 26/27.01 (Central European Time) - further influx of strong energies, which brought energy overload in 

many people: insomnia and heat, heavy legs, pulsations in the heart chakra, sensory hypersensitivity and, in 

extreme cases, nausea. On 27.01 the Schumann resonance was white. Further waves of healing energy flowed 

into the Earth. 

28.01 - 29.01 - there was another shift in the collective field. Information codes flowed into our Planet and human 

bodies, which will be needed in the coming months to fully transform into crystalline bodies (this was felt in the 

bones, as bones are linked to DNA). On a feeling level, there was a great peace, even bliss. The increase in the 

level of consciousness caused the falling line to lose some of its energy supply, which triggered tantrums, 

sometimes even aggression, in such people. 

30.01 - typical "New Earth" vibrations. This was due to the increased (from the previous day) flow of energies 

through human bodies. This increase in flow was felt precisely as experiencing lightness in the body, joy, elation. 

Quick thinking and ease of associating facts. Multiplicity and simultaneity in thinking. In some people, however, 

these strong energies could cause ailments in the digestive system and skin (hypersensitivity, itching, burning, 

etc.). At the collective level, further purification of the collective consciousness from the influences of the 

collapsing line was taking place. 

The processes that happened over these few days, in the following months, will allow people to start looking at 

the events that occur, from a much broader perspective. And this will in turn contribute to a redefinition of goals 

(life, career, etc.) and real action to bring change. 

01.02-02.02 - The Schuman resonance indicated a white reading. There was a recharging of our Planet with 

healing energies. There was further 'troubles' with the digestive system and bones (aching bones) in humans. This 

is the result of further remodelling of the physical bodies. 

03.02 - 06.02 - the falling line took strong disruptive action (clearly visible use of frequency technology). This 

was associated with the full moon (05.02). This gave a clear drop in the vibration of the collective field. An 

interesting indication was given by the Schuman resonance at this time - a 'lattice' with vertical and horizontal 

very regular stripes was visible on it. Many people - after a few days of very high energy - could therefore feel 

overwhelmed, the lower chakras strongly resonating, pressure, anxiety, over-stimulation or, on the contrary, lack 

of energy. The digestive system was also felt. Traumatic memories from the past or previous incarnations returned 

to some people. 

07.02-08.02 - the 'response' to the actions of the falling line began. There was a series of strong flares, including 

the strongest of the M6.3 class (07.02). People who are sensitive could feel a strong pulsation in the crown chakra 

and a tingling in the spine on this day. 
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09.02 - high vibrational energies of a sparkling white colour (resembling the shade of a mountain crystal) flowed 

into the collective field. Their purpose was to clear the ascending line from the influence of the descending line. 

This is a kind of correction of the disturbances that occurred between 03.02 - 06.02. At the level of feelings, it 

was possible to experience pulsations in the whole body and a strongly felt heart chakra. 

11.02 - 13.02 - started on 11.02 with a powerful X1 class flare and several M class flares, which gave a 36 hour 

break in the Schumann resonance readings. The descending energies had a powerful corrective character on 

virtually all layers of our Planet's energy field. For many people, this powerful influx of energy caused flu-like 

symptoms, which, in combination with the cleansing of the throat chakra as well (I wrote about this in a previous 

report), may have resulted in the appearance of short-term angina-like symptoms. Many people during this period 

experienced anxiety, disorientation, dizziness, heart rate spikes, blood pressure spikes, internal anxiety, etc. On 

an emotional level, people reacted in an explosive or irrational manner. 

14.02 - a powerful movement in Space combined with a clearing of the collective field. Many people on this day 

(late afternoon and evening hours CET) felt the energies of Unconditional Love, Gratitude, inner peace and the 

feeling that everything is in the right place. On a physical level, a tingling sensation was felt on the top of the 

head and a strong flow of energy up to the heart chakra. 

15.02-16.02 - further saturation of the collective field with strong energies. The sensitives felt the descending 

energies from the top of the head, through the throat to the heart. These were felt as a warm sensation and a sweet 

taste. Furthermore, there was hypersensitivity of the upper back, digestive system, throat (voice problems, 

choking in the throat), squeaking in the ears. Fluctuations in vital energy levels were also possible. On 16.02. 

there was a jump to the next higher level of the whole collective field. The heart chakra was felt very strongly 

(even a burning sensation). 

 

(2) 

That's it for the summary, and now I'll move on to what's coming up in March. Because of the significance of the 

processes, I am publishing the report a little earlier. 

After a relatively quiet (in terms of external events) February, March begins a much more dynamic three-month 

period, which I will forecast in subsequent reports. 

March opens a three-month process of external self-expression. This is the result of the internal changes that 

have been taking place within each person over the past six months. Now is the most appropriate time to 

manifest whatever one has been with (through decisions one has taken) in the last six months. This is the 

first month of 'sowing new seeds' that will sprout, and then grow, throughout 2023. It is a time of determined 

forward movement, without looking at the past and what has been. It is for this reason (especially on the midline) 

that fear of leaving the comfort zone (fear of change) can appear in March. 

In this group, on an energetic level, there is a release and transformation of patterns from the base chakra and the 

sacral chakra. The base chakra is linked to existential anxiety (about life, health, a place to live, livelihood, etc.). 

In the 3D Matrix programme, it works on the basis of the pattern: 'fight or flight, but do something to survive'. 

By releasing these patterns, one can feel truly grounded and grounded, a sense of security coming from within. 
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The sacral chakra, on the other hand - in addition to its vital functions - at the level of patterns is linked, among 

other things, to materialism and the desire to possess (attachment to matter, people, places, lust, etc.). In the 3D 

Matrix programme, it operates on the basis of the pattern of consumptionism, desirability, desire to possess, the 

pattern of "what people will say", etc. The transformation of these patterns to a higher fractal level frees one from 

attachment to matter (which in no way implies the negation of matter). 

The ascension line, on the other hand, from March (and in the coming months) will experience a really great 

lightness and an inner conviction that a lot of things are possible without much effort. Here there will be a full 

awareness of one's own Divinity in the physical body. This is a time of real release from old densities and a long 

awaited energetic space to fully manifest oneself according to the Soul's plan for this incarnation. There are no 

special fears or concerns about stepping out of one's comfort zone on this lineage. Instead, there is the full and 

conscious creation of reality in accordance with the will of the Heart (Soul). 

 

(3) 

March (or more specifically, its third decade) brings the most important process associated with the beginning of 

individual transitions into 5D reality. It will be preceded by descending golden rays of high-vibrational energies 

from the Central Sun, which will anchor complete 5D activation codes in human bodies. This process will 

completely change all energy potentials on the entire Planet. This is an entry not only into the space of free will 

and free choice. But a real end to the manifestation of the 3D Matrix in material reality. 

At the time of the space reading (report published exceptionally earlier, 16.02) these individual transitions will 

begin in the third decade of March (around 22-27 March). This will be a time-stretched process and will be 

completed before 2027 (in 2027 a collective leap will become possible). Anyway, I have already written about 

2027 in reports and texts from 2019 (I encourage you to look at the archived posts from those years, where I 

described the aim state for 2027 in detail). 

During the next 3-4 months (until summer 2023), there will be a lot of breakthroughs (both of a collective 

and individual nature). The collective character refers to leaps in the collective level of consciousness (energetic 

dimension) and 'inexplicable' behaviour of key individuals from the world stage, as well as twists in political, 

economic and religious events (material dimension). The individual character, on the other hand, is a new 

understanding of previous situations (from a broader perspective, allowing for new information), major life 

changes (work, relationships, placement), but also accompanying changes in the way we function on a daily basis 

(changes in nutrition, changes in the psyche, etc.). 

These next few months will bring a really big acceleration in terms of the energies that are coming down. People 

may feel the body's energy overload. But it is worth it, because the transition to 5D is the full embodiment of the 

Divine Being in physical form here on Earth. Each such individual transition will mean an outflow of energy from 

the existing polarised energy system, which will thereby reduce the power supply of the collapsing timeline (I 

wrote about this mechanism in detail in my report for August 2022). 
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This great shift in energies following the upcoming strong solar flare(s) will bring three major changes 

(relevant to each timeline): 

 There will be a big chaos on the collapsing line due to the rapid shrinking of energy resources. Each 

person who moves into 5D will no longer be an 'energy giver'. For this reason, we should expect (and 

much sooner - around even the last week of February) another - this time really strong - attempt to acquire 

an additional energy resource. 

This will appear as a sizable global external event (generated by the collapsing line), the aim of which will be to 

intimidate people in order to: (1) acquire a new portion of energising energy flowing from the vibration of fear, 

(2) lower the vibration of the entire collective field in order to interfere with the individual ascension processes 

that are beginning. This time will be the final event common to all three timelines. As with the 'leitmotif' of 

previous years (sick celebrity 2020, pinchers 2021, our neighbours 2022), it is this very theme that will dominate 

throughout 2023 (although it will be partly irrelevant to the middle line and completely irrelevant to the ascension 

line). This time, it may be linked to the political games between states (east-west) and the finances of the 

respective countries. In a broader sense, with the economy. There is also a record in the space of activities directed 

at generating fear through a false 'alien invasion' (but at the time of publication of the report, the potential for this 

event is only at about 30%). Whatever the turn of events, it will be very dynamic in March. 

Ultimately, the event will also lead to a shift in the balance of power in the world (although this will be a drawn-

out process over the coming years). 

Anyway, it looks like the financial sphere will be another 'catch' to gather energy from people. From a broader 

perspective, however, it will be very developmental. The learning from this lesson will be related to (1) not getting 

attached to matter, (2) reducing inadequate consumerism and (3) realising the importance of cash (not digital 

money). 

The space also shows quite a cleansing energy movement in the sphere of state finances, inadequate balance 

sheets and state deficits, etc. I would not be at all surprised if we start to see an increased number of resignations 

from key positions in states (or even resignations of entire governments) in the near future. Also physical 

departures (usually "sudden" or in "strange circumstances") from this reality. How it will be - the future will tell. 

Since the beings of the collapsing lineage do not have new-energy-compatible 'software' in their mind (I wrote 

more about this in a previous report), there will be a great deal of incomprehensible - even irrational - actions in 

their behaviour, but also inconsistencies. This applies not only to key politicians, but also to people in the financial 

or economic sphere. On the level of physical bodies, this group in 2023 will see a significant decrease in vital 

energy, deterioration in health and overlapping ailments of a progressive nature. A lot of beings from this lineage 

are leaving and will continue to leave. The trend will become stronger and stronger. 

 On the midline, quite a lot of chaos may appear, as people who have so far been so used to acting from 

the level of the mind (in a certain structured mental space of 4D density) will now have nothing to "grasp" 

(because on raising the vibration to 5D they will start to experience the subjective absence of this space - 

although the space itself remains, only that on a different density). This can cause quite a lot of emotional 

reactions, mental troubles, states of confusion, irrational actions, chaos when confronted with the truth 

they have discovered, etc. Here the main topic will be mental (un)balance and actions to balance these 

energies. At the level of the physical bodies, various symptoms and ailments are possible due to the release 

of numerous patterns at an accelerated rate.  
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People in the midline will directly face several critical challenges, which are: (1) taking full responsibility for 

themselves and their current state of development, (2) the need to act from the level of the heart and inner intuition 

(creating "from within oneself outwards" to the future, rather than acting on external information acquired "to 

oneself" and turning to the past), (3) consistently following one's own will (rather than external conditioning), (4) 

consciously learning to operate one's own power. 

Regarding the midline, the key role will be played by the beings of the ascension line, who will be able to anchor 

the energies properly for the whole collective space (and thus connect the dimensions, especially 4D and 5D, and 

stabilise the midline). (I wrote about the role of the ascension energy barrier in my report for July 2022) 

 And the ascension line begins the 'golden age'. For beings in this group, it will be a time of absolute 

liberation from previous limitations. It is a time of real creation of one's life and space according to the 

will of the heart. This is where real changes will begin to manifest, based on the decisions of a few months 

ago and the processes of the last three years (this is a process until the summer of 2023). It is also possible 

to return to owned selected resources that have not been used so far (but these resources will now be used 

in a different way than before). Many people will feel a great lightness, a sense of 'wind in the wings', a 

great proficiency in action. And a deep inner sense of worth and power resulting from the realisation of 

the fact of the power of being human. Such an inner confidence that on one's own one can cope with 

everything, without the help of "by force" (e.g. the "good state" which gives but tells one how to act). 

At the level of the energy bodies in March, the ninth auric body (responsible for the connection with our Planet) 

will close in most people on this line. And on the level of the physical body, this group will see real regeneration, 

rejuvenation, restoration of harmony and health. 

A SMALL DIGRESSION ON THE SUBJECT OF ASCENSION: Many mistakenly believe that (1) the 

ascension process is collective in nature and is/will be related to the big event that everyone is waiting for, (2) the 

transition to 5D means the physical disappearance from the previous life space. 

The transition to 5D reality is individual in nature. And only when a sufficiently large number of people have 

completed their personal processes (a critical mass has emerged) will a leap of a collective (global) nature be 

possible. This is the perspective of 2027. 

The transition does not mean disappearance from the existing reality, because our Planet is also raising its 

vibration (and thus causing the gradual disappearance of the collapsing line). Disappearance would be possible if 

our Planet remained at the same vibrational level (this is how entire civilisations have disappeared in the past). 

The shift to 5D is an expansion of one's perception beyond the mind anchored in 4D and the physical body 

embedded in 3D. An expansion of perception beyond dual reality. This is not a linear process, but a fractal 

one. Each higher fractal encompasses within itself all the lower fractals of reality. So still everyone already 

anchored in 5D will have their mind functioning in 4D and their body existing in 3D materiality. Only the point 

of perception changes. It is such a 'small change', but one that changes everything. 

 

(4) 

Finally, the last process that will unfold in March will be the process of recognition with the heart of 

information.  
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Due to the individual transitions beginning and the transfer of energy into 5D reality, from March 2023 there will 

be a real disintegration of all the structures on the basis of which the previous reality functioned. (I described this 

mechanism in detail in the report for August 2022, where I signalled the beginning of the breakdown of the dual 

reality) 

These 'cracks' in the structures will result in more and more chaos/discontinuities in the so far stable functioning 

systems. And this will become more and more apparent. So even those who have not seen it so far, will now not 

be able to fail to notice it. 

The influx of increasingly powerful energies into the collective space (and the subsequent increase in the level of 

individual consciousness) will result in people not only starting to eagerly seek information, but being able 

to correctly judge (from a heart level) which information is true. In the coming months (over a period of about 

six months), some powerful information will flow into the collective space (it will start in March, but will peak 

in early autumn 2023). This information has, of course, been available for a long time, but I am referring here to 

the collective's admission that this is the case and that it is true. 

This information in some people (mainly from the middle line) will first cause emotional reactions, chaos, even 

possible divisions, and then lead to a fundamental re-evaluation. And changes in action. There will be information 

relating, among other things, to the failing line (if one relates this to the collective process) and to one's own 

shadow, which may manifest itself in specific situations in life (if one relates this to individual processes in each 

individual). 

At the collective level, this information will include the exposure of the activities of the deep state, the church, 

the origins and true history of humanity, the fact that we are not alone in the universe, hidden cultural artefacts, 

forbidden knowledge of geography, the real balance of power in the neighbours behind the border, and much 

more. 

This is a key process that will lay the foundations for processes in the second part of the year, related to taking 

matters into our own hands and working together collectively (I will write more about this in future reports). 

On the ascension line, on the other hand, all this information 'new' to the middle line has been known for a long 

time. Here, however, the process of recognition with the heart of the information will also occur (actually, it has 

already begun). 

For this line, the influx of increasingly strong energies into the collective field in February has caused another 

layer of camouflage to fall away, which means that it is becoming more and more precise to recognise "who is 

who". Some of the beings from the declining lineage (without the heart chakra) but imitating the "ascending line" 

(even working towards "awakening") are now clearly visible. These include beings who are highly over-

intellectualised, focused only on the mental or, on the contrary, focused only on the physical body - 'athletic' 

beings. They may, of course, carry knowledge or selected skills, but have no potential to bring healing (change). 

They may even have 'good' intentions, they are not 'unfriendly', but contact with them is immediately felt as a 

drop in energy or even interference with the field (if one does not maintain attentiveness here). NOTE: I write 

this without any preference (after all, we are One), for informational purposes only. 
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So March begins individual ascensions and ascensions into 5D reality. It is the crowning process of the last 36 

years (since 1987) that have prepared humanity for a shift that has never happened before. I am grateful to be part 

of this beautiful process with you. 

 

With love - Anna Architektura 

 

I also encourage you to read the earlier series of energy reports available at 

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/. They not only carry information, but most of all, they anchor 

new energies in people and allow you to maintain a higher vibrational level. 

 

Contact: 

https://architekturaosobowosci.com/     (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


